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The Gallery by MUI Showcases Female Artists Online Exhibit  

In Conversation With… 

Washington, DC— February 29, 2024 — From March 1 through March 31, 2024, The 

Gallery by MUI will be hosting their annual Women’s History Month online exhibit. This year’s 

exhibit titled, In Conversation With, features the work of over 15 artists, presenting 18 works, 

and representing 6 countries. 

“We were given another opportunity to showcase female creators and artists during 

Women's History Month for the third year in a row. In Conversation With explores women's 

ability to exist in multiple spaces, the ways in which we communicate, and our adaptability, and 

showcases the work of female creators and artists only.” This exhibit, curated by Gallery 

Creative Director Maria Ilochi, shows artworks, photographs, and performance art, that both 

celebrate and represent women’s significant, multifaceted role in society. Asked about the online 

art exhibition, Ilochi said that the goal was to highlight and showcase the commonalities in our 

stories and experiences. “This exhibition was curated to carve out space for women to express 

themselves, and encourage and empower the women around them. I decided to keep the tradition 

going during Women’s History Month to amplify our shared stories and experiences as women.” 

The exhibition encompasses many visual arts: painting, collage, photography, and 

performance. “We did not want to limit this open call in any way – from medium to location, 

which ensured a variety of media, subject, and artistic style.” Ilochi adds. 

 

About The Gallery by MUI: The Gallery by MUI is a visual design studio and creative 
platform focused on amplifying creators through collaborative art efforts. Through our 
collaborative efforts including, but not limited to, online exhibitions, interviews, and written 
publications, we strive to create an environment where creators can showcase and explain their 
craft, in their own words. 

 

For more information, visit gallerymui.com 
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